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Abstract

In order to undertake machine translation
from Chinese to English, it is necessary
to accomplish three tasks. Firstly, the
Chinese characters need to be handled on
the computer system in use - in this case
an IBM PC/XT. Secondly, the grammar for
the language has to be represented and
here Prolog has been used with a Definite
Clause Grammar. Finally, the le x icon must
be stored in a manner that facilitates
efficient retrieval. Arity Prolog provides
a hash table that achieves this task. This
report describes the current state of a
project aimed at producing a ChineseEnglish machine translation system.
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Introduction

The use of logic programming for natural language processing
has been the subject of several conferences (e.g. Dahl 1988)
in recent years. This application of logic programming was one
of the motives behind the initial development of Prolog - the
other was theorem proving ( see for example Kowalski 1988,
Colmerauer 1985) . Currently, logic programming is the subject
of considerable research in the Japanese Fifth Generation
Computer System project (ICOT 1988)
In recent years there has
also been considerable interest in the handling of characters
in character sets and scripts other than Roman characters as
used by English (Becker, 198 7, Archer et al. 1988) . This is
now also the subject of an international conference and
considerable publication (Wang 1988). The time is right,
therefore, for an investigation into one point at which these
research activities meet,
namely,
the use of Prolog for
Chinese to English translation.
Within the context of the Western Australian College of
Advanced Education (W.A.C.A.E.), this work is useful in that
it provides a framework for continuing research in a field
which is of some interest to the Mt Lawley campus. This campus
is the major campus for the Department of Computer Studies,
which
offers
postgraduate
level
studies
in
artificial
intelligence including natural language processing. The campus
is also the home of the Department of Language Studies, which
offers graduate studies in interpreting and translating and is
proposing a degree programme in Chinese. It is hoped that the
work described in this report will open up mutually beneficial
research directions for the two departments.
Previous work in the area has been reported by Huang (1986).
The grammar reported there was very simple and deliberately
bidirectional. The bidirectionality arises naturally from the
use of Prolog clauses that can perform an operation and its
inverse, dependent upon which of the arguments are ground. The
intention here is to expand the grammar past that simple
level, with the inevitable outcome that the result will be
unidirectional. Furthermore, whilst the target language is
English, it is not intended at this stage to generate English
sentences; rather the result will be a logical form of the
type used by Allen (1988, pl93).
Subsequent sections address the following issues. Firstly,
this report reviews the manner in which the written Chinese
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language is manipulated in the comf~ ter system and the
implications that this has for the operation of the overall
translation process. Secondly, the features of Prolog that
make it suitable for this task will be considered. There are
considerations deriving from both the general task of natural
la nguage processing and from the nature of the Chinese
language itself. Thirdly, there is some discussion of the
storage issues that arise. In particular the lexicon for a
moderately complex machine translation system must necessarily
be voluminous. Finally, some future directions for this work
are outlined.
Chinese Characters on a Personal Computer

In order to build a Chinese to English translation system, it
is necessary to be able to display both Chinese and English
characters. There has been considerable work done both within
the Peoples' Republic of China (PRC) and Taiwan (see for
example Archer 1988) on displaying and manipulating Chinese
characters on a computer screen. The particular product used
in this work has been CCDOS running on an IBM PC/XT
compatible. This enhancement to IBM's DOS operating system is
widely available in Hong Kong.
A brief mention of some of the features of Chinese characters
is appropriate at this point. Unlike the Roman alphabet, the
character set used in Chinese is vast. Fortunately, common
usage only requires about 50 0 0 characters out of the 50 OOO or
more characters recorded. Ann (1987, p78) notes that 98.8 % of
the characters in common use in daily Chinese language
newspapers in Hong Kong are contained in a set of 2500
characters. Based on statistics such as this, packages such as
CCDOS seek to provide a set of most frequently used characters
in the most efficient manner possible.
A useful characteristic of many computers is the use of the
ASCII
character
set,
which
prescribes
a
seven
bit
representation of characters, within eight bit bytes. The
common feature of such systems is to use the high bit to
select a range of up to 128 graphics characters. CCDOS and
other oriental character systems
(e.g.
IBM's Double Byte
Character Set - DBCS - (IBM 1986)) use a double byte to encode
any particular character. CCDOS uses the high bit set to
indicate that this byte and its neighbour in the data stream,
also with its high bit set, should be treated as representing
one character from the Chinese character set. A byte without
the high bit set is treated as an ASCII character.
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To input a Chinese character for use by an application
program, CCDOS provides a variety of methods. One method that
is commonly used is based on the phonetic pinyin Romanization
of the Chinese language. Pinyin is based on the official
spoken form of the language known as putonghua, which is
essentially a Romanization of the Beijing accent. The CCDOS
input
based
on
this
phonetic
information
is
further
complicated by the need to encode the syllable into its three
(at most) components e.g. 'zh' as an initial sound is encoded
to 'a' . The pi nyin Romanization is now commonly taught in PRC
schbols, however the older generations are not familiar with
it.
The further encoding to three input keystrokes per
character complicates the input significantly for the Chinese
speaker. For a computer-literate Chinese -illiterate however,
this method is tolerable. An alternative input method in terms
of a four digit index is even less amenable to fluency of
input.
Utilizing the fa voured CCDOS input method, one can generate a
menu of homophones across the bottom of the screen. Selection
of the preferred character then passes the appropriate double
byte to the Chinese character generator within CCDOS to be
displayed as a Chinese character. This pair of bytes can also
be read and stored in a file by using either an appropriately
modified
version
of
software
such
as
dBase3(TM)
or
Wordstar (TM),
or
a
program
written
in
a
conventional
programming language, such as Turbo Pascal(TM), which can
operate in the CCDOS environment. In this fashion one can
create the necessary files for use by the remainder of the
suite of software.
Firstly,
a dictionary of Chinese-English translations is
This provides English
created and stored under dBase3.
translations of groups of between one and five Chinese
The database
characters and is discussed further below.
environment provides useful sorting and searching facilities
during data entry and the inevitable modifications during
development.
The
currnet
dictionary
is
the
270
entry
dictionary contained within the Beijing Language's Institute
(1980) first reader on written Chinese. The initial input of
new data is to a file under the control of a Turbo Pascal
program running under CCDOS. Under regular DOS, this file is
appended, as SDF ( standard data format), onto the dictionary
under development in dBase3. The field with Chinese characters
displays as graphics characters under these circumstances
unless a modified version of dBase3 is available. The first 20
entries in the dictionary are appended as Appendix A. Since
Chinese is a tonal language, each pinyin syllable needs to be
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marked to indicate which of the five tones is appropriate. The
tones are generally referred to as the first to fourth tones
and a neutral tone. The first to fourth tones are marked - I \ respectively after the pinyin syllable and the neutral tone
is unmarked. These markings are an at tempt to represent the
nature of the tone e.g. the second tone is a rising tone and
marked in Appendix A as I .
Using a modified Wordstar, the input for the translation
system is created as a Document file. This creation phase
occurs under CCDOS; however the subsequent translation in done
under Arity Prolog(TM) running under DOS.
The use of the two
operating systems is necessitated by the fact that some of the
software used is not designed to run in the double byte
version of the operating system. The rebooting between the two
operating systems adds considerably to development time.
The Use of Prolog for the Translation

Once an input method has been provided to allow entry of the
Chinese data to be translated, the next step is to translate
it. In essence this requires the matching of input Chinese
characters (double bytes) to entries in a Chinese-English
lexicon. The lexicon is organised to allow retrieval by
semantic category (noun etc.). The lexicon also contains extra
information necessary to determine the structure and meaning
of the input text. Information from the matching process can
be used in association with a set of rules for the Chinese
language. This set of rules, the grammar, may relate just to
the syntactic or structural aspects of a sentence, or may also
incorporate semantic information.
The lexicon originates from the dictionary file stored under
d.Base3. It is read into Arity Prolog and stored as a hash
table of records. The fields in these records contain
1.
the Chinese characters,
2.
the pinyin,
3.
the English translation and
4.
~ semantic category (noun etc.).
The first two bytes of field 1. above (i.e. the first Chinese
character) are used as the key for the hash table. Further
development may require further fields. For instance, the
Chinese language has a class of words that are referred to as
classifiers. Each noun has a particular classifier that is
used with respect to it in a phrase such as:
yi ge ren = a <classifier> person
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This classifier is currently only checked to see that it
occurs in the lexicon as a classifier. Further development of
the grammar could incorporate a check that ensures the use of
the correct classifier for the following noun. This would
require a further field, at least for nouns, in the lexicon.
Examples of classifiers can be seen in Appendix A where there
are two entries of type measure with no associated English
translation.
The grammar currently in use is en~irely syntactic in nature.
The grammar is based on the sections on Chinese g rammar
included in each chapter in Beijing Language Institute (1980).
Currently, the grammar contains 2 9 rules.
The marginal cost
of adding further rules has been around 2 hours wo rk per rule,
including testing. Whilst the author has gained a small degree
in proficiency in debugging such grammars, this has been
counteracted by a rising number of interactions between the
rules that need to be checked. A copy of the current grammar
is appended (Appendix B).A process of validating the grammar
with members of the staff of the Guangzhou Institute of
Foreign Languages has been initiated. With the grammar based
on the same source as the lexicon, the resultant system should
be able to translate any of the text from that book. This then
defines the world of test data.
One of the major reasons for using Prolog is the ease with
which a grammar for natural language processing can be
created. One can either write the rules for the grammar
directly in P rolog or adopt a more indirect approach. One
successful method has been Definite Clause Grammars {DCG),
developed by Pereira and Warren (1980). The advantage of this
method, exemplified below, is that the pair of list arguments
needed to transmit the list being parsed into and out of each
predicate are not needed. For example, in P rolog one might
write:
sentence(In, Out) :noun_phrase(In, Partial), verb_phrase(Partial, Out).
The pairs of arguments are referred to as difference pairs. In
contrast, the DCG formalism allows:
sentence--> noun_phrase, verb_phrase.
When the file containing the DCG clauses is consulted, they
are automatically translated into Prolog and the arguments
added. The simpler DCG clause is obscured, however, by the
addition of arguments that return the logical form containing
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the resu lt of parsing part of the sentence:
sentence([sentence, N, VJ) -->
noun_phrase(N), verb_phrase(V)
By incorporating the returned ground terms~ and V in the list
structure [sentence , N, VJ, this partial logical form can now
be unified with a single logic variable e.g.
parse-->

sentence(S), output(S).

The
difference pairs are added to the DCG formalism when the
file of DCG clauses is consulted. Their function is to move
data through the predicates that form the grammar. They define
a section of the sentence in terms of the difference between
the two lists. After a predicate has been proved, the second
argument will be instantiated to the unparsed portion of the
first. An example will clarify this:
if parsing
the big dog likes me
noun_phrase should end up with arguments
noun_phrase([the, big, dog, likes, me],

[likes, me])

The useful nature of this process is that the parsing will
identify and remove the contiguous sublist at the head of the
input so that it can be dealt with. At the bottom of the parse
tree, there must be primitive predicates that actually access
the lexicon. These establish whether or not an entry exists in
the lexicon that identifies the contiguous sublist, of one or
more characters, -is the part of speech currently required.
This
process
progressively
consumes
the
input
sentence,
building up a
logical form to be returned through the
arguments of the DCG clauses. At any point, where a goal
cannot be satisfied for an expected part of speech, the Prolog
backtracking will unwind the instantiations until another
possible sentence form is found.
It is now appropriate to note some of the features of the
written Chinese language. Firstly, a complete sentence will
contain a string of Chinese characters, each of which is
roughly
similar to an English
syllable.
Each of these
syllables may either have a role in its own right in the
context of the remainder of the sentence, or it may be part of
a multisyllabic combination of characters. Bi-syllabicism is a
common feature of Chinese, where two characters form what
might in English be recognised as a word (Ann, 1987, dwells
considerably
upon
this
aspect
of
modern
Chinese).
The
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confusing aspect for the beginning Chinese language student is
that,
occasionally,
three
or
more
characters
form
an
association in this way. Furthermore, there is no use of
spaces to delimit these groupings.
It is thus necessary to provide a mechanism to access
groupings of characters of arbitrary length stored in the
lexicon. To do this, the lexicon and its source dictionary
have been provided with a field to hold the Chinese characters
with a 5 character (10 byte) field width. This is long enough
to store some common expressions which might otherwise be
difficult to parse. In order to store these groupings in the
hash table referred to above, it is necessary to provide a key
to be hashed. Since any grouping of up to five characters will
always have at least one characte.:-, and since Pro log's list
handling syntax provides easy access to the leading or head
elements of a list, the first character (2 bytes) is used as
the key to the hash table. Prolog has to therefore backtrack
its way serially through all groupings in the hash table with
this same lead character until a grouping that matches the
leading characters on the yet to be parsed string is found. If
the search fails, Prolog backtracks to a previous choicepoint. This convenient and flexible manner of dealing with
arbitrary length parts of speech is a desirable consequence of
using Prolog.
There are some features of the Chinese language that make it
easier to handle in this fashion than the Romance languages,
such as English. The most notable is the lack of inflections
added to words as the tense or number changes. This means that
there is no need to undertake the morphological analysis
necessary in those languages that make use of inflections. In
part this explains the lack of normal English as the output of
this system. That requires a study in its own right. There is
no analogue to checking to see that number is consistently
represented in inflections on widely separated parts of speech
(this requires another argument in the DCG clauses for parsing
English) and consequently information like number must now be
inferred from contextual information in the sentence.
The questions of completeness and soundness deserve mention.
The intention is to build a complete grammar for the subset of
the total Chinese grazrunar expressed within the boundary of
Beijing Languages Institute (1980). However, the grammar is
unsound in that some ungrammatical constructions will be
successfully parsed. In order to produce soundness there needs
to be further refinement towards the leaves of the parse tree.
This necessarily produces a deeper parse tree with more
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backtra c k in g and a deleter iou s impact on performance.
aspect o f t he grammar needs further cons i deration.

This

The o p e r at ion of the system is demonstrated in the final
appendices. Appendix C. contains a sample set of Chi nese
sent en c es.
The output from the program is contained i n
Appendi x D.
Storage Issues

The curre nt lexicon consists of Prolog terms that have bee n
read dir ec tly from the dBase3 file and stored in Ari t y
Prolog' s database. The Arity Prol o g i mplementation of Pro l og
gives the user several choices of storage technique. The data
could be stored
a.
linearly with the remainder of the program;
b.
in a B-tree in a separate database world (Arity
Prolog's terminology); or
c.
in a hash table in the database world.
Retrieval from clauses is the slowest of all and the choice
lies between the B-tree and the hash-table. Timings conducted
with simple sentences show that the use of the hash table has
significant benefits in terms of total time to parse, and
consequently a hash table is currently being used.
The
processes of reconfiguring the le x icon into an alternate form
and then modifying the means of accessing the lexicon are both
straightforward.
The clauses that form the grammar and the hash table holding
the le x icon are held in memory in 16kB pages. Currently twelve
pages are required to hold the lexicon and grammar and it is
possible to have these all memory resident by appropriate
manipulation of the space reserved for stacks and pages. The
nett result is that this package can run without paging. This
obviously enhances the performance of the logic program.
However, it is clear that augmentation of the grammar or the
lexicon will require virtual memory management.
The greatest expansion will be to t he lexicon. Currently this
contains
260
characters
or
combinations
of
characters.
Expanding this by a factor of 10 might provide an adequate
coverage of a small domain. This will inevitably lead to
considerable use of virtual memory, with most of the lexicon
being held in non-resident pages. The consequent swapping will
reduce performance considerab l y. It remains to be seen the
extent to which the hash table meth od retains its performance
advantage over B-trees in these circumstances.
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Expansion
of
the
grammar
will
increase
the
storage
requirements, but not in the dramatic manner required for a
sizeable lexicon. The implications are that there will be a
deeper or broader tree to parse, with consequent impact on
time performance. Any deeper structuring of the possible parse
tree, caused by a successive refinement of semantic categories
for instance, will require larger provision for stack space
with an immediate impact on the number of lexicon pages that
can be held resident.
Future developments

Developments appear to be possible and even desirable in three
areas. These are
1.
the means of entering Chinese characters into the
computer,
2.
the grammar and
3.
expansion of the lexicon.
The first of these can probably be achieved by acquisition of
software and hardware that specifically support the necessary
functionality. It may well be that some of this work within
W.A.C.A.E.
can be achieved as a
result of projects at
undergraduate levels. Such projects could provide easier means
of accessing and using bit-mapped Chinese characters, and
provide the software that work with them,
e.g. database
software. Hardware is available (e.g. the Weiwu Ranzi card)
that improves the process of handling Chinese characters,
presumably by not consuming vast areas of RAM for the bitmapped character library (in CCDOS this is around 270 kb).
Software is being developed for several of the numerous
methods (over 600 by one newspaper report) by which Chinese
characters
are
being
encoded.
Development
of
a
Prolog
interpreter that operates in such a Chinese character oriented
environment would appear to be more involved. A version of
Prolog that can recognise Chinese characters is referred to in
(Hsu, 1988, pl8).
Improving the grammar is necessary in order to increase the
range of sentence constructions that can be handled.
In
addition there are issues such as semantic checking and
discourse analysis that need attention. One means of achieving
the first of these is to move into the grammar of Book 2 of
the series following Beijing Foreign Languages (1980). This
corresponds with the author's personal progress in learning
Chinese, and will be done primarily as an aid to learning.
However, it remains an open question as to whether this is a
good direction to follow in order to build the grammar
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efficien tly. Enhancements to performance available by the use
of common techniques, such as the use of a chart parser
(Earley 19 70 ), are still to be employed. Semantic checking
should allow resolution of questions of number and tense which
can be used for English text generation. Discourse analysis on
the other hand entails constructing meaning from more than one
sentence in order to resolve pronominal references, anaphora
and elliptical references, and then answering questions. Both
of these are current research areas and could lend themselves
to substantial 3nd valuable research tasks.
Expanding the lexicon will entail both increasing the amount
of data held for each entry and augmenting the total number of
entries. There is, perhaps, little point in a large scale
augmentation of the number of entries until the structure
necessary to support the extra semantic checking of an
improved grammar has been developed.
Conclusions

The use of Prolog for Chinese - English translation appears to
be viable. The following features of Prolog prove to be
useful:
1.

Definite Clause Grammars allow convenient representation
of the grammar.

2.

The difference pairs, in the logic program that results
from the DCG, cope with continuous streams of Chinese
characters that need to be broken into groupings.

3.

The particular implementation of Prolog used provides
useful fast access database facilities for the lexicon.

4.

In a batch mode of operation, Prolog can deal with the
graphics characters that correspond to Chinese characters
in another environment.

Further development of the lexicon will see
degrade, due to the use of virtual memory and an
paging. Further development of the grammar will
degradation in performance due to a greater numbe~
be matched or deeper parse trees or both.
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Piny in

English

Chinese
Type Characters

.- -) I~

Ali

pl'Opel'

P!!

an-jing\

quiet, cal"

adj

it

an-na\

Ann;i

PJ'Op@I'

ba

suggestion

eeclsent '

b.l-

a

nWIMP

A

l,a\~

fatJwP

noun

!!

bai f

..hi te

adj

b.li-

1'18

n~P

wi-

class, 5"1U

noun

h.in\

halt

n~I'

b.lo\

ne..spapel'

noun
IWUUN

ba*

heii\ai-

Btihai

pl'Clpel'

bei-jing-

Beijinq

PJ'Op@I'

lltaSllN

hen*

"
a
8
If
f
I
1e

u
jtl

*tf
*

ben-zi

note-hook

noun

hie/de

otlwl'

¥,j

bu\

not

.adifitl'~

cai-se\

M&l ticolow-

aLi

cao-chang-

sPol'tsfield, playgpound noun

Appendix A.

Jj!

WA

The first
twenty entries of the Chinese(Note - in the Pinyin,
English dictionary.
tones are marked as: 1= -, 2= / , 3= -, 4= \}
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parse([assertionjS])
parse([question, I IS])

-->sentence(S), fullstop.
-->sentence(S) ,interrogativ e(!),
fullstop.

sentence([[subjectlS],P])-->subject(S}, predicate(P).
sentence([P])
-->predicate(P) .
subject(N)
noun_phrase(N)
noun _phrasel ( [N] )
noun_phrasel([P])
noun _phrasel ( [N] )
noun_phrase2([N,A])
noL.n_phrase2 ( [A, N])

-->noun_phrase(N).
--> noun_phrasel(N); noun_phrase2(N).
-->name(N) .
-->pronoun (P) .
-->noun(N).
-->attributive_clause(A), noun(N).
-->qualifying_list(A), noun(N).

predicate([main_verb,Vt, V, [direct_objectlN] IM])
-->verb_phrase([Vt,VIM]), noun_phrase(N).
predicate([main_verb,Vt, V, [no_direct_object] IM])
-->verb_phrase([Vt,VIM]).
predicate([is, has, N])
-->noun_phrase(N).
predicate([islA])
--> adjective list(A).
predicate([is,a,A,one])
--> verb(Be)~{Be==be}, adjective(A),
de.
verb_phrase([verb,VIA])
-->adverb_list(A), verb(V).
adverb_list([])
-->[].
adverb_list([AIL]}
-->adverb_phrase(A), adverb_list(L).
adverb_phrase([adverb,A])--> adverb(A).
adverb_phrase([at_loc, PIN])
-->preposition(P), noun_phrase(N).
attributive_clause([who,V, [objectlN]])
-->verb_phrase(V),noun_phrasel(N), de.
qualifying_list ([A])
--> adjective list (A) .
qualifying_list([D,A])
-->
demonstrative(D),measure(M),adjective_list(A).
qualifying_list([N,oflA])-->
number(N},measure(M), adjective list(A).
qualifying_list([N,'''s' I A]) -->
noun_phrasel([N]), de, adjective_list(A).
qualifying_list((familiar_possessive, NI A]) -->
noun_phrasel((N]}, adjective_list(A).
adjective list((])
adjective=list([AIL])
Appendix B.

--> [] .
-->adjective(A), adjective_list(L).

The Chinese grammar .
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*tfJOOIAA~~~j.
~t~tx1.
M!tjtf*11}1 .
.t#fr9Jll~l*.
ftlf.!MA-U.
~~t11.
ft~lf~O!!.

m~~tti. UJ*.
A~. Jl4'1t!*1. !!IITTtI. lUJttiJiftl.
J!~ti.111.

-~-~HH.

Appendix C.

A set of test data - Chinese Sentences.
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*

$ lils<J ~f ~~~45Sel'tion
sul,Jec t peMon
who

verb co..e
object China

..ain_vel'b llt!'b s,.ak
diz,ect_object chinese hngu.ge

adve!'I» not

ftJJL~$.
asse!'tion
subject ZJwig~n

-.in_vtl'b ve!'b to lie at
dil'fct_object univtMity

M~tfjtl *11)}.
assel'ti on
su.bject

faMiliar__possessive i, I ..othel'
..ain_vel'b verb stuay
no_dil'ect_object
at_loc at, in

fct11ilial'_possessive S.ijing univepsit9

Appendix D. The output based on the test data in Appendix C.
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asseption
su1,Ject
tochel' ' s f l'i end

is not

b19

~lfEJfR~.
assel't ion
suhj•ct i,

~in_vel'b vel'~ have
diHct_object
Nik

I

5

book

t~l+i.
assH'tioo
slll)ject she, hel'

Main_vel'b vel'b he
cl.il'fct_ohject student

adverb not

tt~iti'iO!!.
assel'tion
slll)ject i,

~in_vel'~ vel'b have
diHct_objtct
t..o al rathel'

adve l'b not

Appendix D.

(Continued)

The output based on the test data in
Appendix C.
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m::~i~.
a.sserti on
su_l,ject Anna
""in_verb veP~ h.ve

di N!C t_olaject
t~e 0£ ~llover

~*·
i.SSe:rtion

su.hject 1110W1tain
is big

>A~.
question yes/no
sllhjec t f(!rson
is s.al l

tt-tt!~$.
~se.Ption
sllhjec t i,

~in_v•rb verb go
ai.,..ct_olaject univePSit,

adverb t.his yeaJ'

Appendix D.

(Continued)

The output based on the test data in
Appendix C .
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f!!J:btit.
ql\est1on good 01' ~d?
su..bjec t he, hi"

ll'<lin_verb uePb

go

diI"ect_ol,ject fa•ily

llfltt1Jt4~f&.
..ssel'tion

subject w, us
~in_uerb utrb eat
dii-.ct_object -.al, cooked rice, food
acluePb 11hen

i!ft~lil.
..ssert ion
suh,Jtct
this [] clothes
is VtJIO:I new

Jlt1-iiHIB9.
assutio11
suhject
tMt CJ clothes

is a ne w one

Appendix D.

(Continued)

The output based on the test data in
Appendix C .
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